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What's New
for 2006?
New research into the nature of therapeutic signals has
brought us to some fundamental
discoveries and our New NanoSynthesis technology, which
allows us to make new Infratonic
signals that reach far more deeply than ever before. This has
led us to a new line of products
more effective and more clearly
deﬁned than ever before.
We have ambitious plans
for the new year. By the middle
of 2006, we plan to have a new
more powerful cognitive therapy
device and line of Infratonics devoted speciﬁcally to Pain Management. In January, we plan
to release the SoniCalm PM3.
It will have three signals, each
progressively more penetrating
for fast, long lasting pain relief.
Finally, we plan to have
comprehensive training programs for health care providers
and distributors within the next
few months.
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Our new NanoSynthesis Computer creates a
powerful therapeutic signal, displayed above.
See page 2 for the Science of NanoSynthesis.

Beyond Noise in the Nervous System

Blame Outside Yourself Syndrome!
In 2005 I wrote about Painful Relationship Syndrome, where
relationships everywhere around
us appear to be going into turmoil.
You may have noticed that this trend
appears to be continuing!!! I have
written in the past about Noise in the
Nervous System which is also on
the increase, as we ﬁnd it harder and
harder to sit calmly even if nothing is
going on. This trend will also continue
All aspects of the world around
us are getting noisier and more demanding of our attention. Also, our
nervous systems are getting more sensitive, so the same newspaper headlines, or complaints from loved ones
are evoking more intense responses
from within us.
While noise in the nervous
system is the problem, painful relationships are often the result. This is
due to the Blame-Outside-Yourself
Syndrome. When people start feeling the pain caused by evoked memories of child trauma or beliefs that are
inconsistent with feelings of Joy and
Mutual Support, they look for an out-
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side "cause" to blame their pain on,
not realizing that the source of pain
and disharmony is within themselves.
A classic movie theme involves
the protagonist going into a cave to
face their worst enemy, symbolizing
going deep within themselves to face
internal conﬂict. Usually they try to
escape from the enemy, then attempt
to destroy the enemy with anger
before they realize: The conﬂict is
within themselves.
The Infratonic 8 is highly effective at calming down our internal
noise and softening the inner conﬂict
for reduced pain, increased sleep,
and peace of mind. The SPIRIT
signal which helps to evoke Insight
within ourselves, works best when
we keep in mind that our bodies are
a battle ground of conﬂicting ideas,
beliefs, and old traumatic memories.
Whether using the Infratonic,
or experiencing life without it, the
outside world becomes a joy when
we look inside ourselves and dissolve the conﬂict there. The pathway
within is the only real pathway to
Peace on Earth.
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NanoSynthesis: More Powerful Pain Relief with
Greater Reliability and Even Less Thump
NanoSynthesis has been in the laboratory for more than a year, and is now
ready for release. You will notice several differences. First, while it is still
highly irregular, it has considerably less
thump. This means more power and
deeper penetration with greater comfort.
It also means greater reliability because
the point-at-a-time synthesis allows us
to create it without high voltage excursions. This means longer life for all
moving parts.
You will also notice that, because
the signals reach more deeply, people
will sometimes feel an increased sensation of pain.
Why should I want a machine
that can cause more pain? The key to
the effectiveness of Infratonic therapy
and particularly the new NanoSynthesis
signals is their ability to engage the cellular trauma. The better a signal engag-

Above is the screen of Our new NanoSynthesis Computer showing one second of
an actual therapeutic signal as it is produced (bottom graph) The colorful upper display shows the shifts in frequency distribution with time.

es the cellular trauma, the more
rapidly the tissue is calmed and
the pain is relieved. However,

The Science behind
NanoSynthesis Technology
The key to our new Patent Pending NanoSynthesis Technology is a system that actually generates a highly variable therapeutic signal point-by-point.
The old analog system used 15 years ago produced an oscillating signal that
was pretty predictable and spread, uncontrolled over a broad bandwidth. The
Chaos Therapy technology uses a random number generator and digital ﬁltration
technology which allows for a highly unpredictable signal with precise control
of bandwidth.
NanoSynthesis, building the signal one point at a time, allows not only
high randomness, and very precise bandwidth control, but also precise and
unpredictable dwell time between frequency jumps. Further, it allows insertion
of special signatures inserted on-the-ﬂy, without distorting the phase angle of the
signal.
As an example, upward Theta range chirps (short bursts of rising frequency) are inserted into the DEEP signal of the new PM3 to lift Theta range
pain signals out of their repeating patterns and into the Alpha range and provide
unprecedented pain relief effectiveness.
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the process of dissolving the cellular
trauma can sometimes create discomfort if the dominant vibrational
patterns ﬁght for dominance against
the therapeutic signal.
In the clinic, you need to provide
fast pain relief, and these new signals
relieve pain and anxiety, and relax
muscle armoring much faster than
ever before, and they do it in a way
that promotes accelerated recovery. This long term relief is usually
accomplished with an immediate
reduction in pain!
When people experience a little
more pain it tells us that NanoSynthesis is really engaging the pain.
However, Infratonic Therapy is not
meant to be uncomfortable, so if they
feel discomfort move the unit further
away from the body or use shorter
treatments. This will engage the cellular trauma more gently.
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SoniCalm 3 -- Rapid Pain Relief

for 30 minutes total. The relief lasted all
night and until noon the next day, but even
then, when it returned it was nothing more
than minor 30 second cramps. -- Jaime
Lindholm, CHI Customer Service

the DEEP signal, which increased the pain,
We are very excited by the early
but it felt right so he kept it on. After ﬁve
reports of increased effectiveness.
Stubborn tight Muscle: I tried the
minutes, the increased pain subsided, but
As you will see below, the DEEP
new MEDIUM signal on a tight muscle
a dull pain remained for about another
signal, which was most often tested
on the left side of my back that had been
30 minutes after which the pain was gone.
bothering me at 3AM every morning for
alone, frequently increased pain
-- Nick Wegener
months. I applied it for ﬁve minutes, and
before relieving it. This is why the
felt an immediate relaxation. What
SoniCalm 3 also includes a
surprised me was that the pain was
CALM signal and a MEDIPain Management Protocol:
gone for the next week!!! When
UM signal which should be
it came back, it was mostly on the
1. Apply it directly to anything that hurts.
used where the DEEP signal
other side. I applied the DEEP
2. Apply it through clothing and plaster casts.
penetrates so deeply that it
signal all over the area chasing the
pain, and after a few days, found
3. Start with the MEDIUM signal.
creates discomfort by workthat all that was left was a small
ing too quickly:
4. Apply the highest setting that is comfortable.
but persistent pain centered on a
thoracic vertebrae. I applied the
DEEP signal for a few more days
and that also faded. -- Richard Lee
CHI

5. Follow the pain as it moves.
6. Expect Astounding Improvement.

Back Pain: My husband
Tim strained his back on Saturday
and was on the couch with back
pain. When I suggested the new
DEEP signal, he said, “Give me
a break! Its nice and soothing, but doesn’t
really get to the pain.” I told him that
CHI has redesigned this new signal for
deep pain relief, so he tried it. He used
it for eight hours and was so enthusiastic
because his pain was gone. The following
two days he napped more than ususal, and
has been free from pain since.....
Client Response: I also tried the
new DEEP signal on two of my clients.
Both were extremely pleased at how much
longer the beneﬁts of their weekly massages lasted. One had shoulder pain and
limited range of motion, and was astounded that her relief lasted six days! --Mary
Milazzo MT
Occipital Pain: I had a pain in the
left occipital area, which the old Mind
signal would not relieve and the Body
signal caused increased discomfort. I applied the new MEDUIUM signal and felt a
strange sensation, and after ﬁve minutes,
felt much better. The next morning, after
a good sleep, I felt even more relief. --Dan
Boutros, CHI Repair
Pulled Groin Muscle: Nick slipped
on a scaffold caught hs foot and pulled a
groin muscle. He felt pain and burning,
and hours later was walking with a limp
and complaining of the pain. He applied
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Menstrual Cramps: An intense
stabbing pain woke me up. Really bad
cramps. I applied the DEEP signal and got
a little increased pain for about 3 minutes,
then got occasional cramps, maybe 1 per
minute. After that, the pain was gone. Just
to make sure, I slept with it all night. I felt
really good the entire next day until 8pm,
when cramping started to return. I waited
until 10:30 to be sure the pain had really
come back, which it had, and again applied
the Deep signal. This time I got a slightly
increased pain, not like before. After 5
minutes all the pain was gone. I left it on

Respond rather than React
I left the DEEP signal on all night 8-10
feet away from me. I had more dreams the
ﬁrst night I used the signal and I noticed
that the next day, I was angry and argumentative. Since that ﬁrst day I have
been more grounded and more peaceful.
It's like my ﬁlters are in place and I can
respond rather than react. I am sleeping
more soundly. Also, typically if I sleep
with the pillow in the wrong position I
wake up with neck pain or sometimes my
low back is a bit stiff on arising, but this
hasn't happened since using the DEEP
signal. -- Mary Milazzo MT

For INformation on the

SoniCalm 3
Call:

800-743-5608
(800) 743-5608
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New Infratonic "PM3"
Targets Pain Relief
The new Infratonic for pain
management, called the SoniCalm
PM3 is focused speciﬁcally on Pain
Management. This is quite different
from the Infratonic 4.3 which targets
vitality and the Infratonic 8, which
has three distinct signals that target
accelerated recovery, reduced cellular trauma, and evoking insight.

Massage Therapist Beneﬁts
1) Relaxes armoring faster.
2) Reduces pain and tension
the "classic" signals could not
reach.
3) Great to apply to your own
tight shoulders, wrists, and
other heavily used joints to relax
and improve circulation.

With the single focus of Pain,
the PM3 is much simpler to use. To
relieve pain put it where it hurts and
know that any of the three signals
will help. The three signals are in
progressive order of depth of penetration, so, start with the MEDIUM
button. If you want greater penetration, move to DEEP. If the MEDIUM signal is too penetrating, move
to CALM or move the transducer
further from the body.
1) CALM is similar to the
Mind signal, except that it is both
smoother and, because of the NanoSynthesis, more penetrating.

Subluxation Protocol:
Apply directly over the joint.
Through clothing is ﬁne.
3 to 10 minutes provides deep
relaxation softening of adhesions
and reduction in inﬂammation.
DEEP for max penetration

focusing more on dissolving pain
than evoking it.
3) The DEEP signal incoroprates
CALM for Max relaxation
Theta activity for the ﬁrst time in
an Infratonic product. All previous
will soften more deeply. If discomproducts used the chaotic Alpha acfort is felt, stop for a while, move the
tivity to compete with and attenuate
transducer further away, or change to
the Theta activity. The result is that
another signal. While discomfort is a
old patterns in Theta, where most old sign that the NanoSynthesis signal is
patterns of physical pain are stored,
engaging cellular programming, the
are entrained directly with upward
goal is comfortable, gradual release,
chirps and lifted in frequency into the so take your time and enjoy the ride.
alpha range, where they dissolve in
the unpredictable Alpha
signal. The DEEP signal
literally relieves pain
by "raising its vibratory
Health care professionals, please join
rate."

CHI Open House

The PM3 signals are
substantially more penetrating, so less time is required. You will ﬁnd that
you can move the PM3
from point to point more
quickly and that muscles

INSTITUTE

us for Afternoon Tea to get a ﬁrst hand
view of our new Product Line and new
Distributor Program.
Thursday February 23, 2005 3-5 PM
at CHI Institute
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2) The MEDIUM signal gently
draws out and dissolves pain. It is
often the most comfortable because it
blends the CALM and DEEP signals,
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